
FUNDATIONS 2 UNIT 4     SUFFIX -es, -ing, -er, -est, -ed 

REVIEW TRICK WORDS 

LEVEL 1 

when where there here why 

 

LEVEL 2 

shall full pull both talk 

walk done goes pretty  

 

CURRENT UNIT TRICK WORDS 

WEEK 1 

again please animal 

 

WEEK 2 

sure use used 

 

REVIEW WORDS 

fix skit neck splash jog 

quack bunch mask milk smack 

wept click scrub twig frost 

clog frost flex cliff sniff 

staff chill spell skill spank 

chunk flunk rang cramp drink 

plant ant bold colt grind 

mild host scold bolt mind 

wild post jolt mold  

 

CURRENT UNIT WORDS 

With Suffix -s 

blocks stuffs saps drinks lungs 

champs claps kilts rents posts 

tents hunts rings stinks hills 

puffs packs pucks stands frogs 

lifts bells pills tricks paths 

brags trips twins drills cramps 

 



With Suffix -es 

crunches boxes benches crashes glasses 

pinches lunches wishes dishes rashes 

passes splashes flosses brushes taxes 

fixes foxes messes stashes dresses 

mashes crosses tosses mixes  

 

With Suffix -ing 

singing flinging swinging stinging swelling 

pressing jumping punching testing dusting 

filling cracking crashing dunking bending 

holding posting printing sending waxing 

fixing helping dumping   

 

With Suffix -er 

smaller taller colder bolder faster 

quicker stronger longer kinder plumper 

golfer milder blender stinger kicker 

caller hunter holder renter duster 

welder mixer rancher camper  

 

With Suffix -est 

smallest tallest coldest boldest fastest 

quickest strongest longest kindest plumpest 

mildest dullest softest   

 

With Suffix -ed as /id/ 

hunted rented welded posted hosted 

folded scolded handed squinted quilted 

twisted busted ended molded dented 

grunted bunted punted sanded landed 

blended mended bonded stranded sprinted 

dusted     

 

With Suffix -ed as /d/ 

spilled filmed called milled filled 

clanged smelled skilled drilled stalled 

spelled chilled    

 



With Suffix -ed as /t/ 

splashed pressed stumped crossed brushed 

flossed stamped sniffed blinked crunched 

jumped bumped dunked honked yanked 

winked camped thanked limped dressed 

wished fluffed    

 

SENTENCES 

Week 1 

Mom packed lunches for us to bring to class. 

Please sit on the benches. 

Dad is fixing the blender again. 

Please stack the glasses here. 

The bells are ringing again. 

They kept the wild animal in a stall. 

Please find a thicker quilt. 

Jack slept in the softest bed again. 

He fed the animal again. 

Mom is mixing up a drink in the blender. 

Chad bunted the ball. 

I think Rick is the fastest kid in the class. 

Do you think Rick is quicker than his dad? 

I think the last skit was the longest. 

The van got dented in the crash. 

Meg is swinging on the swings. 

Week 2 

Tom spilled his milk on the desk. 

The cat smelled the fish in the dish. 

Be sure the job is done. 

Are you sure he filmed it all? 

The used van stalled again. 



Use the old stuff please. 

Can I use the mixer again? 

Tim wished he got a hit when he was at bat. 

Chad dunked the ball in the net. 

Dad twisted the lid off for me. 

We set up a tent and camped by the pond. 

Mom splashed Dad as she did the dishes. 

Are you sure the mixer is fixed? 

Dad used the cloth to dust the shelf. 

Can the twins use your raft? 

He bumped his leg and it swelled up. 

They checked all of the desks. 


